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ABSTRACT:

Public transport faces many chaZlengesin offering
improved level.s of serv'ice at reasonable cost" The
interaction between physical system characteristics,
operat'ing characteristics and patronage forms a
complex demand-supply system. flithin a conceptual
model of this system, this paper examines the effect
oj' various physical system changes on the system
operat'ing characteristics of a tramway route by means
of a newly-developed simulation model
In particular,
the paper e,xamines the effects of changes in vehicl,e
performance, signal priori ty and ,stop spacing It
is demonstrated that a simulation research technique
can be used in helping to improve the operations of
a public transpoT't system.
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P~TROT)UCTlf)N

Public transpol:::'t operators are beinq faced wit!"! increasingly
complex l'noblems in attemotin'l t,o improve or maint3.in levels of
service to patrons i'l.r1.'1 ootential oatrons whilst, at t.he same
time, 'l.tt~lll~tinq t~ cOI1l:air1 cising i1eficit levels"
In trying to
reduce the level of ~eficit funninl'J, two basic options are open
to the operator" Firstly, services can be cut back in ;=m attempt
t,t)
ce l11C~ :)p'~ ('q t L;1 J Gosts., Secondly, services can be improved in
an attern()t b') i nGr.-:

'I. " :

;.1 '1 t,('ona'1e

30,1 hr-meA revenue.,

In each of

these strategies, however, it, is necessary to make an assurn?tion
about the way in \-'lhich t.ravellers will react to t1)p. ciH'1qe in t.he
level of serv ice"
If, in tl1e former case, the reduction in the level of
service has the effe~t '}~ bu:"ninJ ;~v~3.y passengers from that part
of the system. which is left operating then the rc-duction in
operating costs may be outvleiqhen by a reduct.ion in revenue with
A. cons~C!quent.
increase in the deficit.
In the latter case, the
increase in r'ev,e-.lllA f:c):(\ the iJ1ct::'e~se in the level of service may
not be enough to justify the increi'lse in o1?eratinq or capital
costs and hence, once again, the deficit may incre3.se"

In such a sitl1~t.i()n, i.t i..s o0'lio!lS that ther'e is a need for
t:")ols ,. . . hich ~V'il1 en~hle a comDrehensive evaluation of the pronos ~1 ~3tr'~teqy before implementation in the field..
Such
evaluation methods must consider t~ree fundamental types of
system model:
5uoDly monel, :-1emanr1 m01e I, anr'l costinq model.
The int.2r'-u~lationship between these three types of monel is
shown in Figure l"

Physical System
Characterisfics

Figure 1..

Structure of Public Transport System Model"
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The supply model takes account of the physical system
characteristics, the ext.ernal environment (such as general
tt'affic condit.ions) and t,he current. pattern of usage of the
system and generates a set of system operating characteristics,
i.e", the supply model describes how the public transport system
wor'ks" The demand model assesses the reaction of the population
of current and potential travellers (within the prevailing
external environment) t.o the set of system operat.ing characteristics and generat.es a new pattern of usage (patronage) as a
resul t of any changes in t.he system operating characteristics"
Obviously this new pattern of usage may (t.hrough the supply
model) result in a new set of operating characterist.ics"
If this
is the case, t,hen the supply and oemand monels must be used in an
iterat,ive fashion unt,il an equilibrium st.ate is reacher'l, wherein
the pattern of usage and the operating character'istics are
mutually compatible within the prevailing external environment"
Given equilibrium operating characteristics ann usaqe
patterns the revenue may be calculated by summing the fares
charged over the tot,al usage patter'n. At the same t.ime, other
operat,ing characteristics such as vehicle pr"oriuctivi ty anr'!
transit time may be used in a costing model, in conjunction with
variouS physical system characteristics, to produce an estimate
of the operating cost of t.he system" A comparison of o?eratinq
cost and revenue provides a measure of operating deficit (or
surplus). If this deficit is deemed to be unsat.isfactory then
some attempt can be made to change the physical syst,em characteristics, as mentioned previously, in an attempt to reduce the
deficit.
The aim of the project report,ed in this pa?er is to develop
an integrated supply-demand mod€lling package which gives equal
weight to each type of model. Whilst many equilibrium models
have been developed pr'eviously (e.g. Gaudry, 1979~ Nilson, 1979~
Florian, Nguyen and Ferland, 1975) few, if anv, have at, tempted to
provide a comprehensive treatment of each type of model., Far
greater attention has been paid to the development of mathematical techniques for the efficient det.ermination of equilibrium
states, and to the application of equilibrium modelling to road
traffic assignment problems.
The basis of t.he modelling package rieveloped in this stur'!y
is a conceptual model of public transport system operation, first
developed by Richardson and Ogden (1978) and shown in Figure 2"
This diagram attempt.s to show the major interact.ions oresent in
the operation of a public transport system. Whilst it may appear'
at first sight to be l:'ather awesome it is in fact fair'ly
straightforward, especially if relatively small sections of the
diagr'am are examined at anyone time. It should pel:haps be
realised that the diagram is, in fact, a substantial simolification of the multitude of complex interact.ions oresent, in a
real pUblic transport system operation"
'
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VANDERONA and RICKARDSON
Figure 2, in fact, concentrates on the supply modelling
aspects of the system, with the tieman:1 model an~ costing model
being given relatively scant attention"
This emphasis on supply
modelling is appropriate in this paper, since most of the \¥ork on
t.he package, so far, has concentrated on the <'levelopment of a
tram system supply mo<'lel by means of a vehicle-by-vehicle route
simulation model"
It is the aim of this paper to describe this
model and to provide some examples of the results which may be
generat,ed by the simulation mooeL

THE SIMULATION MODEL
The simulat.ion model tievelooed in this study simulates the
movement of individual trams as they traverse the specifieo
route..
Because no overtaking is possible in the system, it is
permissible to simulate on a vehicle-by-vehicle basis rather than
on an event-update or t,ime-update basis"
In vehicle-by-vehicle
simulation, each tram is followed from beqirminq to end of the
route without reference to the movement of other trams, exceot
vlhere one tram catches UP with another'" When this happens, the
second tr"am follows, but ooes not. influence, t,he movement of the
first t.ram"
A simplified flow-chart of t.he simulnt.ion model is shown in
Figure 3. Thus for each tram, the time of leaving the beginning
of each link is calculated and the time to reach t.he eno of the
link is determined.
If the link ends at a tram stop it must be
decided whet.her the tram will stop or not and, if so, for how
long it will stop"
If the link ends at a traffic signal then,
depending on the prevailing aspect and the degree of priority in
operation, it must be decided whether the tram will be stopped
and, if so, for how long.. The tram then proceeds onto the next
link until the end of the route is reachen. The simulation then
proceeds to the next tram until all trams in the simulation
period have been accounted for,
As shown in Figure 1, a supply model needs three basic tY1?es
of input; physical system characteristics, external environment
characteristics and the current pattern of usage" The physical
system is described in terms of the route and the vehicles
traversing the route" The route is oescr'ibed in terms of no(les
and links where the nodes may be either a tram stop or a
signalised intersection" Each link is assigned a cruise soeeo
factor which accounts for' the effects of the pr'evailinq r'oad
traffic conditions on t.hat link (an element of the external
environment) ann a qr'adient factor.
(The tn~.ffic signals alongthe route operate in quasi-vehicle-actuated fashion whereby
stochast.ic phase times are generated for each cycle..
In
addi tion, allowance is made for the effects of right-turning
traffic at signalised intersections, as will be described
later. The trams are described in terms of their passenger
capacity (both seated and standing), acceleration and
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Outline of Tram Simulation Model structure ..
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deceleration rates, cruise speed and passenger loaning ann
unloading rates"
The current usage pattern is n.escribed in terms of two
distr ibutions. The first is the pattern of usaCJe over time,
which allows for varying passenger flows within the simulation
period. The second is the nistribution of passenger boarrUngs
and alightings over the length of the route"
The simulation model operates by r'eference to a series of
submodels which gener'ate stochastic outputs for further use in
the model,
The major submodels haniHe the generat,ion of:
(i l
( iil
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Departure time fl::'om terminus
Vehicle characteristics
Link travel time
Passenger arrivals at tram stODS
Alightinq passengers from trams
Tr'am stop service times
Traffic signal phasing
'R.ight turning traffic arrivals and departures"

The details of many of these models have been described elsewhere
(Vandebona and R.ichardson, 1981a). At this point, reference will
be made to only three of these sub-models as they are relevant to
analyses later in this paper.,
The generation of vehicle characteristics involves the
selection of a cruise speed and rates of acceleration and
deceleration from triangular distributions around specified input
values of the paramet.ers" The variance of the tr'iangular dist.ributions may be specified by the user to r.eflect the variability
of vehicle performance within a specific fleet"
For each link,
the t,ram cruise speed is modified by the link-specific cruise
speed factor and the link speerj, acceleration and oeceleration
are obtained for a tram by stochastic generation using a
lognormal generator'" These three values are then used to comgute
link travel t,ime based. on trajectory diagram calculations for the
link in question"
At the end of the link. the t.ram may negotiate either a tram
stop or a signalised inter'section" Passenger boarflinqs and
alightings at each stop are generated stochast,ically.. Given the
number of boardings anfj alightings for a particular tram, the
tram stop service time is generated by means of an equation
where:
T

fn (A, R, a., B, y)

17

(1 )

TRAf'l ROUT8 SIM.ULA'I'ION
where
T
A
B

a, B
y

tram stop sel:vice time
number of alightin~s
number of boardings
service times for alighting and. boarding
passengers, l:espectively
dead-time at stop"

The for"m of the function used will vary depending on door layout
etc., whilst the service times may be varied by the user to
reflect the performance of different types of t.ram"
At signalised intersections, it is assumed that while trams
will not be delayed by through vehicles proceedinq in the same
direct.ion, they JTlay \1ell be delayed by right-tur'ninq vehicles who
block the tri'lffi track whilst waiting to make their turn"
The
delay exper ienced by right-turners will vary depeniHng on whether
they have an exclusive right-turn phase or' whether they have to
filter through opposing traffic.. The exclusive right-turn phase
may be either leading or laqginq,
In the general case of
filtered right-turners, it is assumea that right-turners cannot
proceed whilst the oeposing queue is dispersing" A.fter the
opposing queue has cHspersed, right-turners pick gaps in a random
stream of traffic until the eoo of the green phase"
In addition,
it is assumed that two right-turners move off in the following
amber period..
For all right-turn signal strategies, the delay to
right-turners (and hence to a following tram) is given by a
general formula where;
D = fn (R,

Q,

L, Cl' C z ,

S)

(2 )

where
D

R
Q

Cl'

L
Cz
S

delay due to right-tur'ners
right-turning flowrate
opposing flowrate
number of lanes in opposing flow
gap acceptance earameters
flag to indicate the type of right-turn
signal str'ategy in operation

nEMONSTR~TION

CASE STDDY

To illustrate the type of analysis which may be performed
using the simulation model, a demonstration case study will be
described wherein two variations in vehicle characteristics
(cruise speed and number of doors) .are testen, the usage pattern
is changed ana the ext.ernal environment (in terms of number of
right turners at signalised intersections) is changed"
Rather
than test these changes on a completely hypothetical route, the
study was baseD on Melbourne and Hetropolitan Tramways Board
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route 1\10. 75 which runs between East BU1::"Wood and the Cit.y (see
Figur"e 4)" The route, of approximately 18km length, contains 73
regular stops of which 11 are timetabled (see circles on route in
Figure 4).
In addition, the route passes through 32 siqnalised
intersections.
Whilst the route usen in this case study is not
identical to the East Burwood r"oute, the use of a real route as a
basis ensures that there are l::'ealistic assuffi1?tions about st.op
soacing and the placement of tram stops relative to sitj"naliser1
i~ter'Sections"

o
Bridge

.,

3

4 km

Canterbury

RiverSdOle

Too rOk ROOd

g

i
Figure 4"

Demonstration Case Study Route"

using t,his rout,e description, the simulation model was used
to test the effects of:

(i)
( ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Changes in tram cl::uise speed
Changes in number of doors on tTam and hence loac'ling
and unloading rates
Changes in the number of l::ight-turners at signalised
intersections
Changes in the passenger. demand fOl:: the tram service"

To pr'ovide a basis for comparison when test.ing each of these
options, a base case simulation was performed wherein the
following assumptions were made for each of the above parameters:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

T:r:'am cruise speed equal to 50 kph
Trams equipped with one door only, whereby unloading
and loading takes place sequentially
An average arrival rate of 120 right-turner"s per haUl::
at each of the signalised intersections
A temporal distribution of passenger demand such that
a total of 1000 passengers board in the first hour of
the simulation, 1400 in t,he second hour and 700 in the
third hour"
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In addition a number of other input parameters were specified
with respect to physical system characteristics and demand
pat,terns"
Whilst the model provides a large array of output
performance measures, only four of these measures will be
descr iber3 in this paper" These measures are the average unit
travel time, the average passenger' waiting time at tr'am stops,
the average bunch size of tram platoons anr3 the probability of a
passenger not obtaining a seat in the tram"
Examples of other
performance measures which are generateo bv t.he model, but not
"used in this paoer, includ.e the standard r3eviations of travel
time, waiting'time and bunch size, the mean ann standard
deviation of schedule deviations and var'ious measures of
passenger crowding within the trams.
The variations in the selecter'l perfonnance measures along
the route are shown in Figures 5 thr'ough 8.
Thus in Fiqure 5,
the average unit travel time over the prev ious timetabled section
of the route is shown as a function of posi t,ion along the
r'oute. To assist in identi f ication, several well-known locations
along the route aJ::"e identified on the gr'aph"
It can be seen that
as trams CJet nearer to the city centJ::'e, the unit travel time
increases fr'om 3 min/km (20 kph) to 6 min/km (10 kph). This
increase in travel t.ime is a result of closer stop spacing, more
frequent signalised intersections and gr'eater roan traffic
congest,ion.
A.s well as becoming slower' it can be seen from Figure 6 that
there is an increase in the tendency of trams t.o form bunches as
they proceed along the route" Thus wheras trams ar'e completely
unbunched when they leave the East Bur'wood ter"rninus at
Middleborough Road, by the time they reach the city the average
bunch size has increased to 1.35" This means that the effective
fr"equency of trams has drooped by appr"oxirnately 30%. This
decrease in effective frequency, togetber with the effects of
,. increases in travel time variability, can be represented most
dr'amatically by observing the increase in aver'age passenger
wai ting time along the route, as shown in Fiqur'e 7"
Thus at the
East Burwood terminus where trams depart at regular 5 minute
head,.. . ays, the average waiting time (assuming random passenger
ar'J::'ivals) is 2,,5 minutes (Le. half the tram headway). As one
proceeds along the route, however, the aver'age waiting time
increases until near the city centre wher'e t,he average waiting
time is equal to five minutes (i" e" equal to the overall average
headway) "
The final per:formance measure of interest is the probability
that a boar'ding passenger will have to stand in the tram (because
all the seats have been taken already). This measure of
passenger comfort is primarily a function of the spatial pattern
of boardings and alightings, but is also f1irectly affected by the
variability in tram headways as reflected in the formation of
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bunches"
If a bunch does form then the leaning tram will always
have a higher passenger loading than the following tram, ann
whilst there may be vacant seats in the following tram there may
also be standing passengers in the leading tram" The pattern of
variation in the probability of st.anding passengers along the
route, as depicted in Figure 8, is the re suI t ot the assumed
distributions of boarding ann alighting alon!) the route, whereby
boardings tiecrease with increased distance along the route whilst
alightings increase with incr.eased distance along the route"
A
point to note from this graph is that whilst travel time and
wai ting time have been shown to be vlorst closest to the city,
passenger comfort may improve as one approaches t.he ci t.y"
Given a feeling for t.he way in which these performance
measures vary along the route, attention is now turnen to a
consideration of the way in which these 1?erformance measures
change given the changes in system characteristics outl inen
previously.
Rather than examine the variations in performance
measures along the route for each ooerating option, global
measures of the performance measure have been derived to express
the magnitnne of the performance measure over the entir'e route"
Each global measure is a weighted average of the performance
measures obtained for each of the eleven timetabled sections of
the route"
Changes in Tram Cruise Speed
The aver age tram cruise speed was var ied from the base case
cruise speed of 50kph to consider an increased speed of 60kph ana
a decreased speed of 40kph..
The results of these changes are
shown in Table 1"
A.s expected, the change in cruise speed has
been reflected in a change in t.he averaqe unit travel time alonq
the route. The lower cruise speed trams have substantially
higher unit travel times while the higher cruise speed trams have
more modest reductions in unit travel time" Over the length of
the route the increase in t.otal t.r'avel time for the slower trams
would be slightly over four minutes whilst the fast trams would
have a reduction in travel time of approximately one minute" The
effects of trams with faster cruise ~ speer1s are substantially
nullified by the close stop spacing on this, and other, tram
routes"
It woul(] therefore appear t.hat investment in trams with
cruise speens gr'eater than SO-60kph would not be worthwhile,
unless substantial changes were made to stop placement to enahle
the trams to cruise at top speed for longer periods of time
during a journey"
The changes in
significant effects
measures, and hence
in the way in which

tram cruise speed appear t.o have hail no
on any of the other thr"ee global performance
this parameter appears to be r.ather specific
it affects t.ram route performance"
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TABLE 1

BFFECTS OF CHANGES IN AVERAGE TRAM CRUISE SPEED

Per'formance

Average Cruise Speed

~-

Measure

40 kph

Average Unit
Travel Time

3. n t
(0.04 )

50 kph
(Base Case)

60 kph

3,50
(0.06 )

3.44 t
(0" 04)

(0" 03)

1,,15
(0,,05 )

1" 15
(0.06 )

Average
Waiting Time
(Min"/pass,, )

3,30
(0.13 )

3,42
(0.27 )

3.42
(0" 12)

Probability
of Standing

0.003
(0.003)

0,,004
(0.004)

0" 006
(0" 005)

(min./km. )

Average
Bunch Size

Note:
t

1.13

Figures in brackets are the standar'l errors of the estimates
of the means"
Significantly different from base case at 5% level"

Changes in Number of Tram Doors
In the base case simUlation, it was assume(j that each tram
had only one door through which both boanUngs and aliqhtings
took place"
Thus alighting passengers would need to get off
befor'e boarding passengers could begin to get on the tram.
A
second option was therefore tested in which it was assumed that
the tram ha'.'!. two door's;
one exclusively for boarding and one for
alightin1.
In this way, boarding and ali~htinq can proceed
simultaneously and the tram stop service time will be determined
by \vhichever process takes the longer time.
This second option
cor'responds closely to the situation with Z-class trams which
operate on the East Bur'Wood line, whilst t.he base case is purely
hypothetical and does not correspond to any tram operatin'1 in the
lI1elbollrne system.
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The results of the simulations with different door layouts
are shown in Table 2. The only global measure in which there has
been a significant change is the average passenger waiting time
at tram stops. This is perhaps to be expected since the
objective of the extr'a door' was to allow passengers to board as
soon as the tram stopped and to allow the tram t,o leave the stop
earlier. Whilst statistically significant, however, the
reduction in waiting time is not substantial and amounts to only
15 seconds per passenger on any journey. The increased number of
doors per tram appears to have had no significant effect on any
of the other performance measures.
TABLE 2
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN TRAM DOOR LAYOUT

Performance

Measure

Number of Tr'am Doors

I-Door
(Base Case)

2-Doors

3,,50
(0.06 )

3,55
(0" 05)

Average
Bunch Size

L15
(0.05 )

Ll0
(0,,05)

Average
Waiting Time
(min"/pass,, )

3.42
(0.27 )

3,,16 t
(0,,20)

Average Unit
Travel Time
(min./km" )

"

Pr'obabil i ty
of Standin'1

Note:
t

0,,004
(0" 004)

0.002
(0,,004)

Figures in brackets are the standar'd errors of estimates
of the means"
Significantly different from base case at 5% level.
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Changes in Right-Tur'ning Traffic Volumes
To test the effect of righ±.-turning traffic at signalised
inter"sections on tram route performance, the average arrival rate
of right-turners at each intersection was varied from the base
case value of 120 right-turner's per hour to values of zero, 60
and 240 right-turners per hour" To ma1(e the analysis feasible,
it was necessary to assume that the right t.urn volume at each
intersection was the same. Whilst this situation is highly
unrealistic, it does serve to illustrate the general effects of
right-tur"ners on tram performance.
If so desired, the r'ight-turn
traffic flow at each intersection could be varied to reflect the
act,ual situation at each intersection"
For each r'igh t-turn traffic vol ume r the riqh t-turner s were
r'equired to make their turns by filtering through an opposing
traffic volume of 1000 vph. Thus no exclusive phases or priority
measures were used to facilitate right turns"
TABLE 3
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN RIGHT-TURNING TRAFFIC VOLUMES

Performance
Measure

Right-Turning Traffic Volume (vph)
0

60

120

240

(Base Case )
2,,67 t
(0,,03 )

3 ,,20 t
( 0 ,,03 )

3,,50
(0,.06 )

4,43 t
(0,32 )

Average
Bunch Size

L12
(0,,05 )

L18
(0" 04)

L15
(0,.05 )

LIO t
(0,02 )

Average
Waiting Time
(min"/pass,, )

3,,10t
(0 .. 15 )

3.54
(0" 20)

3,,42
(0.27 )

3,54
(0" 16)

Probability
of Standing

0.003
(0,,003)

0,,004
(0,,003)

0,,004
(0,,004)

0,,007
(0,,007)

Average Unit
Travel Time
(min,,!km. )

"

--

Note: Figures in brackets are the standard errors of the
estimates of the mean
t
Significantly different from base case"
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The effects of varying the right-turn traffic volumes are
shown in Table 3" An increase in riqht-tur'n traffic has had a
significant and substantial effect on the aver'age unit travel
time along the r'Oute"
Banning right-turn traffic at signalised
intersections would appear to yield substantial improvements in
tram travel time as indicated by the results for zero right-turn
traffic" This is not to suggest, however, that right-turns
should be banned;
there may be other ways of reduc ing the
effects of right-turners on trams such as exclusive phases and
cer'tain types of priority signals"
The effects of right-turning taffic on. other performance
measures are not nearly so dramatic"
The effect on average bunch
size 1S, in fact, somewhat surprising. The maximum bunch size
occurs at a moderat.e right-turn traffic volume with smaller bunch
sizes at. either higher or lower right-turn traffic volumes"
The
smaller bunch size at lower right-turn traffic volumes is readily
explained since the absence of right-turners means that trams ar'e
not unduly delayed at signalised intersections ano this therefore
prevents the formation of bunches. At higher right-turn traffic
volumes the reason for lower bunch sizes is not qui te so
apparent" However, what occurs is that as well as right-turner's
fOl:'ming a queue in front of a tram at siqnalised intersections,
the right-turner's also form a queue behind t,he tram and thus
prevent a following tram from catching up to the leading t.ram"
This enforced spacing of trams by right-turn queues prevents the
for'mation of some bunches and hence r'educes the average bunch
size ..
The effect of right-turning traffic on average passenger
waiting time can be gauged by combining the individual effects on
travel time and bunch size" Thus at low right-turning traffic
volumes, both unit travel time and average bunch size are reduced
and this results in a significant reduction in average pasenger
waiting time" However at moderate to high right-turn traffic
volumes, the increased unit travel time is counterbalanced by the
reduced average bunch size and this results in no significant
variations in average pasenger waitin(j time" Thus, while rightturn bans would reduce the aver'age passenger waiting times, it
appears that the waiting time is not sensitive to the volume of
right-turning traffic, given that right-turns are permitted"
The final performance measur'e, the probability of standing,
does not appear to be affected significantly by changes in the
volume of right-turning traffic. The above analysis of the
effects of right-turning traffic has been r'ather cur'sory and has
not considered the effects of other right-turn control strategies
conjunction with changes in right-turn traffic volumes. A
mOre detailed evaluation may be found elsewhere (Vandebona and
Richardson, 1981b) ..
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Changes in Total Passenger Demand
As shown in Figul:'e I, a critical input to a supply model is
the pattern of existing passenger demand. The relationship
between passenger demand and system performance is, in fact, the
basis of many so-called supply models or "price-volume" curves.,
However, whilst t,he relationship between traffic volume and the
price of travel is well established for road traffic in the form
of speed/flow relationships, such a relationship is generally not
well established for public tl::'ansp0l:'t systems"
Indeed, Rui ter
and Dial (1979) identify the development of such supply functions
as a key requirement in equilibrium modelling of transport
systems.

In an attempt to gain some insight into the relationships
between passenger demand and route performance measures, the base
case demand pattern was altered such that, with the same temporal
pattern, the total number of boarding passenger's was changed from
2400 passengers per two-hour peak per'iod to be 1200, 3600 and
4800 passengers per two-hour peak period. The results of this
analysis are shown in Table 4"
It can be seen that each increase
TABLE 4

EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN TOTAL PASSENGER DEMAND

Performance
Measur'e

Total 2-hour Passenger Demand
1200

2400

3600

4S00

(Base Case)
3.22 t
(0.06)

3,50
(0,06)

3.S1 t
(0, OS)

3 .. 96 t *
(0,06 )

Average
Bunch Size

1..12
(0" 03)

1..15
(0,,05 )

1, 22 t
(0" 07)

1 "IS
( 0 ,,04 )

Average
Wai ting Time
(min .. /pass" )

3.27
(0" 15)

3,,42
(0.27)

3"Sl t
(0.35 )

5.02 t
(0" 26)

Pr'obability
of Standing

O"ooot
(0.000 )

0.004
(0,004 )

0,,06S t
(0.014)

0,,131 t *
(0,,007 )

Average Unit
Travel Time
(min"/km,, )

Note:
t

*

*

Figures in br'ackets are the standard errors of the
estimates of the mean.
Significantly different from base case at 5% level
Significnatly different from next lowest pasenger demand
case at 5% level.
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of 1200 passengers per two-hour period brings with it a significant increase in average unit travel time and the probability of
standing. Average waiting time increases significantly at higher
demand levels whilst bunch size appears to reach a peak at a
passenger demand of 3600 passengers per two-hour per"iod.
The increase in the probability of standing is to be
expected as pasenger demand rises, given that the frequency and
capacity of the trams are held const,ant" The changes in unit
travel time and average waiting time may be seen rnor'e clearly by
referring to Figures 9 and 10, respectively"
It can be seen that unit travel time rises with increasing
pasenger demand but, unlike the supply function associated with
road traffic travel time, the curve shows a tendency to decreasing marginal increases, Le", the unit travel time
approaches a stable maximum unit travel time as passenger demand
increases., The shape of the supply function obtained with
respect to unit travel time agrees well with pr"evious results
obtained by Morlok (1976) for urban bus systems.
If, on t,he other hand, one examines the supply function with
respect to passenger waiting time as shown in Figure 10, then it
can be seen t,hat the response to increasing passenger demand is
one of incr'easing marginal increases, i.e., as passenger demand
rises the rate of incr'ease in waiting time increases.
In this
way, the supply function is more akin to the well-known flow/
delay curve of queueing theory and road traffic performance.
This is perhaps not surprising since the process of passenger
arrivals and depar'tur'es at tram stops is very similar to the
process of vehicular flow through signalised intersections"
In
fact, the algorithm used to calculate passenger waiting time in
this model was first developed for the calculation of vehicular
delay at traffic signals (Rlchardson, 1980).
The effect of increasing passenger' demand on total journey
travel time will depend on the length of the tr"ip being undertaken. Thus for short tr'am journeys, initial waiting time may
predominate and hence give rise to an increasing marginal
response supply function wi th r'espect to total journey time.
However at longer journey lengths, in-vehicle travel time will be
the predominant factor' and hence a decreasing marginal incr'ease
in total journey time will r'esult from an increase in passenger
demand. Obviously, the overall supply function will depend on
the rel3.tive weights to be given to the various performance
measures.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has described the development of a tram J:"oute
simulation model within the context of an integrated equilibrium
model of a public transport system. The model has been used in a
demonstration case study and has been shown to yield useful
resul ts in the analysis of several changes to the tram route
characteristics, the external environment and the t,otal passengeJ:
demand.
Further development of the modelling package v/ill
concentrate on devising met,hods by which the outputs of the
supply model can be effectively interfaced with appropriate
demand models..
Such demand models may be of seveJ:al types
including demand elasticities, pivot-point logit analysis or
funct,ional analysis modelling. Whilst int,egration of the supply
model with a demand model, and later a costing model, will
provide a very comprehensive methoil of analysing system changes,
it is obvious fJ:'om the results presented in this paper that even
at this stage of development the monel is capable of providing a
host of useful information on tram route performance ..
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INTRODUCTION
On
Department
at Toombul
north-east

Monday, 3r'd November, 1980, the Brisbane City Coullcil1s
of Transport commenced operation of a bus-bus interchange
Shoppingtown, which is located approximately 9 kilometres
of the city centre as shown in Figure L,

The introduction of this inter'change represented a major
departure from the style of bus operations previously employed by
the Council.
This paper initially describes investigations and
considerations into location of the inter'change; research into
patr'onage and service levels; planning of the new services; layout
and operation of the interchange and publicity involved in the
introduction of the new system"
Since the opening of the interchange its performance and
operation have been kept under constant surveillance. The latter
par't of the paper describes the experiences, both good and bad,
encountered and measur'es taken to improve performance and assist
user' acceptance of the interchange.
EARLy INVESTIGATIONS
In 1974 a committee of officers from BI'isbane City Council
and r'elevant State Gover'nment Departments was established to
investigate co-ordination of public transport in various areas of
Brisbane.
In September 1974 this role was taken over' by the newly
constituted Metropolitan Transit Project Board (later to become
the Metropolitan Transit Authority) who had the responsibility for
formulating a suitable programme framework for Ur'ban Public Tr"ansport.
One of the early projects appr'oved for funding was a Bus-Bus
Pilot Demonst:ration Prog:r'amme.
Various sites for an interchange were consider'ed around
B:r'isbane, including some where private bus operator's would be
prOViding par't of the "feeder" service to the inter'change station
and others that had the potential for rail to provide the line
haul, or 11 trunk", service.
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FIGURE 1 - Location of Toombul Interchange with respect to other Brisbane
Localities
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Ihe resultant route patter'n adopted for the Interchange
operations is shown in Figures .3 (Feeder Routes) and 4 (Irunk Routes).
With the decision made on routes to be included in the
Interchange, detailed scheduling within certain constraints could
commence. These constraints included:(i)

( ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

a service level for' the feeder routes of at least
the same ftequency as applied on the di:t'ect City
service but where possible service levels to be
improved;
transfer times to be kept to a minimum but not
less than five minutes;
thr'ough-running buses to be allocated to r'outes
which br'ought down the most passengers and to be
shared over the feeder routes as evenly as
possible;
that peak hour services operate as near as is
practicable to present times;
the trunk services via Sandgate Road and Ascot
to retain the timetables which applied to those
routes.

These policy constraints emanated from the desire to ml.nl.ml.se
tr'auma for passengers by providing a basic service reasonably
that which existed before the interchange"
With the development of the schedule for the Interchange,
feeder routes (except the Chermside Cross-Country Service)
services of greater frequency. In some cases there was a
dramatic increase in the number' of bus trips per day (for instance
of Banyo had an incr'ease of trips pe!' d,ay from 14 to 24)
othe!' areas only saw an incr'ease of 2 trips per day"
Whether such incr'eased levels of service could be justified
only be shown by the passage of time" It was, however, thought
importan,t to give the interchange evel:y opportunity to succeed by
on the generous side if ther'e was any.doubt"
On the Inte:t'change to C"B.,D. Ittl:unk" route sixteen (16)
express tr'ips were provided between 6.,30 a"m" and 9,,30 a"ffi.
the aim of decl:'easing travel time for passengers. This was
necessary as it was expected that there wculd be some
to having to tl:'ansfer between buses at the Interchange
has been l:epol:ted by Philbrick (1977), MacDonald (1980) and
(1980) amongst others.
Incr'eases of the line-haul tl:unk service Route 171 along
.S'tnilg'it' Road wer'e made to cater' for passengers transferring fr'om
buses to the " a l1 stops l1 171 buses to alight between the
Ir,t'>r"h,m,'p and the C. B" D, and also for passengers who boat'ded between
Interchange and the C" B" D"
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Boar'ding passengers exper'ienced no change in travel time
compared with operations before the Interchange but those transferring
and alighting were subjected to the five (5) minutes transfer time
additional to thei:r earlier joutuey,
It was calculated that the proposed schedule would result
in a saving of ten (10) buses in the A,M, Peak and four (4) buses
in the P"M, Peak even though the number of trips provided on services
in the area has increased from 1493 trips per week to 1758 trips per
week, an increase of nearly IB'%. As the P" M, Peak is the Department
of Transpor t 1 S greater peak the effective saving of buses was four
(4) buses.
Furthermore six (6) Monday to Friday tuns ii'Ould be saved
resulting in a t'eduction of seven (7) in the number of bus driver~
required to operate at light Street Depot.

IRE INTERCHANGE
The actual Interchange facility is located in the Ioombul
Shoppingtown complex just off the major atterial road, Sandgate
Road, The facility was built by the prop:detors of the Shopping town
at no cost to the Brisbane City Council and is maintained by the
pr'opdetors.
The fact that the facility was built by the Cent:re
reveals the mutual benefit which can be obtained when:( i)

(H)

(Hi)

an Interchange is located at a node where
significant numbers of passengers may wish to
terminate or commence their jourcney;
private enterprise is aware of the potential
increase in retail sales if residents in the
catchment area of the retail centre have access
to that centl'e on bus services which al'e both
reliable and frequent;
the public tr'ansport operator is freed of making
capital investment on Interchange facilities,
there is greater oppoltunity to improve feeder
services to the node which further enhances the
attractiveness to the Centre ptoprietor ploviding
the Interchange facility"

Ihe layout of the Inter'change, which has space for ten (l0)
buses as shown in Figul'e 5, was designed to minimise walking for
the greatest number' of passengers; i.e .. , zones were allocated to
the feeder tautes according to the anticipated daily loadings, the
route with the highest expected loading being located adjacent to
the main line-haul zone. The feeder route W1th the lowest number
of expected passengers was located fur'thest ft'om the main line-haul
zone. A further area capable of holding three (3) buses is also
allocated for' stol'ing buses which are not in service"
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At the head of each zone a system of lights have been
p:rovided to enable the Despatcher on duty to contl:'ol departu:I:'es
of buses. rhe lights are cont:l:'olled from the Despatcher's office
and are used to assist him in ensuring successful co-ordination
of buses" rhe system is simply a red and green light activated
as required. In addition each zone has a P"A. loudspeakel:
installed through which the Despatcher can direct inst:l:'uctions
to the bus dr'iver and communicate to passengers on-board buses and
at stops,
Minor operational problems have been experienced because
of the location and design of the despatcher's office, the
principal ones being:'~
( i)

(ii)

(Hi)

because of the distance between the office and
Zone A the despatcher is unable to r'ead the
destination blind and run numbel: information;
because of the geometry of the main platform the
despatcher' can have problems observing the arrival
of buses at the Zone A stop;
the despatche:l:"s office was const:l:'ucted with a
solid I!:rear" wall which prevented him from seeing
buses arriving hom I behind I him c Thus, he was
unable to see bus run numbers or destination of
those buses.

Ihis problem is being rectified by inser'tion of a W:indow in
the rear wall.
rhese problems have highlighted operational requirements not
previously fully appreciated and are to be kept well in mind in
future interchange designs.
With the concentration of the Depar'tment I s bus services at
the Ioorobul Interchange, it was obvious that economies could be
gained if a meal r'oom was provided at the Interchange" Again, this
facility was included in the infrast:l:ucture which the proprietors
of roombul Shopping town had constructed. Consequently, the Brisbane
City Council was able to achieve these further' economies by
eliminating the need for bus drivers to return all the way to their
base depot at Light Str'eet Depot near' the C. B.D. to have a meal. It
was calculated that a minimum of eight hours per day has been saved
owing to this facility because paid tr'avelling time does not have to
be roster'ed into daily work shifts.
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PUBLICITY
The introduction of a Bus-Bus Interchange at Toombul
Shopping town represented a major change to both connuuters and running
staff. The Council's bus system was radially or'iented toward the
C"B.D" and had evolved from- the days when the C.B"D. was the major
focus for Brisbane I s population which was r'eflected in the route
structure of the tram routes which since have been r'eplaced by buses.
Consequently, riders who were using the system were accustomed to
route structures, ticketing arrangements and schedules which had
been established for' many years. To make the tr'ansition easier for
these users and to inform potential riders of the new system a major
publicity programme was under'taken"
Radio advertisements were placed on a number of Brisbane
radio stations particularly those which had strong listening audiences
in the north-east suburbs. The emphasis of these advertisements was
on increased service frequencies and access. Also listeners wer'e
advised to obtain publicity material explaining the new roombul bus
connection. An inducement to read this mater'ial was a lucky number
on each brochUl:'e which offered prizes donated by roombul Shoppingtown
i f the winning number was held. Publicity material for' the proposed
Interchange was distributed to r'esidents and bus riders in the area"
Forty-eight thousand brochur'es were distributed to householders in
the tegion by Toombul Shoppingtown and all bus riders on buses
operating in the region wer'e given brochures on the proposed system.
The material was also made readily available at Council libraries
and Aldet'man' s ward offices, the Depar tment' s Mobile Information
Centre was stationed in the 8l:'ea during the period of transition and
the new system was given publicity in Brisbane's major daily newspaper
and the local suburban newspaper'. The Council's weekly television
pr'ogr'amme 'City Report' also featur'ed the Interchange system.
Ihe second, and equally important I tr'aining I aspect was that
the running staff operating and superVising the system had to be
educated as to how it wor'ked and to be motivated toward ensuting the
successful implementation of the bus~·bus Interchange.
To simplify the oper'ation, initially some tt'ansfer was
permitted on selected buses which used the Inter'change terminal
when it had been completed but before the official "full scale"
system was connnenced. rhis had the advantage of allowing bus driver's
and supervisory staff to become familiar' with the layout and style
of
to the second and final stage when all Ioutes
operating at the Interchange, and alsoget Iegular
to using the transfer capabilities of the interchange.

lOS
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The final stage of training involved issuing each staff
member with a hand-book containing all details of the system, such
as :routes, destination signs, transfer arrangements etc,
rhe Union were also kept fully involved, from formulation
of running times to actual Interchange operation, and this assisted
considerably in the smooth running that occurred"

IICKE'IING
It is considered that a basic requirement of an Interchange
is that transfer should not involve the user paying any more for the
journey than "pre'~interchange'l"
Unless expensive electronic machinery is to be requir'ed it
is necessary for the system to suit a simple manual operation"
In July 1980 the Council introduced a zonal far'e system which
assisted in the handling of the intricate requirements of a transfer
system with a reasonable degree of efficiency"
Ihere ,are, however, still 'considerable limitations in the
ticketing system which limit "tr'ansfer without penalty" opportunity
and introduction of a new system has been the subject of negotiations
between the Brisbane City Council, Metropolitan Transit Authority and
Queensland Railways for some considerable time" It is to be hoped
that a system satisfactory to all parties can soon be agreed on and
introduced to enable maximum potential of such interchanges to be
realised"
PERFORMANCE
Running Times And Reliability
Pr'ior to the introduction of the Interchange surveys were
carried out to determine estimated trip times for each route and
were used to formulate proposed schedules which, to a large extent,
would determine the efficiency with which the, operation performed.
In practice this method pr'oved generally satisfactory and
for the Express routes, Wavell Heights Route 42 and Nudgee/Virginia
Route 26 Services there has been no need to make subsequent
adjustments to the allowed running time.
fable 1 below shows the
level of r'eliability achieved in the first two weeks of operation.
For the purpose of this exercise a bus was classed as late if it
arrived more than th~ee (3) minutes late"
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Reliability of Arrival Times Compared with Scheduled Times
Reliability

Route

95%
98.5%
93%

Express Services
Wavell Heights
Nudgee/Virginia

Other routes generally operated satisfactorily but were
found to be less reliable at various times of the day. In all
but one instance, which is detailed later, these services have
been able to be modified and very few buses now run late. One
particularly interesting problem occUI:r'ed on the Sandgate and
Zillmer'e feeder routes which basically recorded on-,time arrivals
at the Interchange but had a particular pe:riod when late running
occurred. On these routes the late~'running was confined to the
~.M.. peak and in particular to those buses 11 through-running" to
the City as Expr'ess buses. rh is seemed to show on the part of the
passengers a resistance to physically change vehicles as passengers
...-rere showing an obvious prefer'ence to tr'avel on buses which are
through-running. (rhis is discussed in more detail later).
~onsequently these par'ticular buses were attracting patronage higher
than the aver'age for these routes during the morning peak and were
therefore taking longex to reach the Interchange than was anticipated
iue to incxeased loading times.
rhe affected services wex'e gener'ally adjusted to leave the
)uter terminus about five (5) minutes earH,ex which preserved the
iesired connections at the Interchange whilst not upsetting passengers
)y occasioning too great a variation from the original bus times. It
i1as felt that passengers would not be adversely disturbed if timetable
iTariations were restricted to five (5) minutes or' less. Duhs and
;ibbings (1973) claim txavel patterns are not affected where trip
~ime alterations are not greater than five (5) minutes.
Subsequent checks of these buses have not shown any loss
)f patronage and in fact have revealed on these trips an incr'ease in
)atronage. Whilst it is possible there are a number of factoxs which
18ve caused this result it is contested that the impr'oved r'eliability
)f the amended services could be contributing to this increase. An
ittitudinal survey conducted amongst bus users in October 1981,
:evealed that only 10% of r'espondents thought buses were r'arely or
lever on time. A remar'kable response when reliability is so crucial
:0 a successful Interchange system and any missed connection for
~hatever reason detracts fr'om a reputation for reliability.
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Ihe one problem to which a solution has not yet been found
involves the main trunk-haul all-stops service, Toomhul Route 171,
which has consistently run late outbound, particularly between
11.. 00 aom" and 2,,30 p.m. Close scrutiny of this problem did not
disclose any inadequacy in the running time but what became apparent
was that buses were arriving late at Salisbury, the southern terlUinus
of the Ioombul 171 route. Iayover time was generally only about
four (4) minutes and therefore buses were leaving Salisbury late to
r'eturn to Toombul Interchange. Ihis situation is compounded if a
bus has to be held at Ioombul Interchange should a feeder' bus be
running late because late departure from Ioombul will mean a late
an'ival at Salisbury. Consequently, without adequate recovery time
to cushion these effects late'·running will reverberate through the
system"
Unfortunately, when the Interchange schedules were developed
the consequences of not taking full cognizance of such aspects
affecting reliability, as detailed by Sullivan (1980), were not
fully appreci,ated and the continuing pr'ob1em does not help with the
users confidence in the system. Ihis is especially so because the
time of day when the problem occur's is when riders are casual rather
than regular users of the system and the risk of missed connections
adds to the anxiety exper'ienced by such users"
Patronage
Al though efficient schedules and reliability of service are
important facets of a public transpor't operation as far as the
oper'ator is concerned the most crucial indicator must be public
acceptance and use of the service. Much literature on bus-bus
transfer systems emphasises how patronage has been attr'acted to
such systems because of increased availability of access and increased
frequencies. With the Ioombul experience patronage levels have not,
at this stage, increased but an apparent slowing of the patronage
decline compared to the whole system has been recor.'ded as indicated
in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Variations in Population and Average Daily Weekday Patronage
October 1980 to August 1981
ponu1ation
Brisbane City Area
B.. C.C. 'Ir'ansport Iotal System

Ioombul Inter'change Catchment
Ioombul Interchange Bus Routes
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Patronal?e

--0.014%
-5.713%
-3%
-5.14%
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Ihe comparative lIincre,ase rr in Ioombul patronage compared
with total patronage figures could, to some extent, be because of
the increased accessibility benefits 'Which, from an attitudinal
survey conducted in October 1981 amongst users of the roombul BusBus Interchange system, are well appreciated by patrons,
Respondents were asked to connnent on var'ious aspects
associated with the Interchange and the great majority of responses
indicated an awareness and positive reaction to the benefits
available from the system"
Apart from specific questions respondents were also asked
to list those features of the interchange that they most liked and
disliked"
Impr'Dved access, convenience and increased bus frequency
were listed by 66% of respondents as the features they liked best"
Transfer and Passenger Reaction
However politically popular or trendy Interchanges may be
it must be realised that they ar'e not all "good!!., For the passengers
the basic r'equirernent of an Interchange, namely the necessity to
transfer fr'om one bus to another, and the hassle and war'roy of
co-ordination is a major cause of worry and dislike, par'ticularly if
they did not have to do so before the Interchange operated"
Ihis 'resistance to tr'ansfer', mentioned earlier in the paper
as having been a significant factor in Inter'change operations according
to some authors, has shown itself clearly at roombul.
Not only did 48'% of survey respondents (who listed a dislike)
'the need to transfer I as their' most disliked feature of the
Interchange but passengers with the choice of 'through-running' or
'terminating feeder I buses have shown a marked preference for those
through-running', as illustrated in Table 3 'Which shows, for
morning peak tr'ips "before and after" roornbul, the
of the total inbound mor'ning patr onage carried on each bus.
fABLE 3
Passenger Resistance to 1ransfer
Wavell Heights Route 42

-

BEFORE TOOMBVL OPENED
Trip
Tirile

7. 10*

7.23
7.38"
7,46
8.00*

Passenger
Load

22
21
27
23
43
136

% of A.'t
Total

16,2
15,4
19, 9
16.9
31.6
100.0

AFTER TOOMBUL OP~~
Passenger
% of A.M"
Total
- Load

42
8
34
12
31

127

-

33.1
6.3
26,,8
9,4
24.4

100.0

Buses which through-run rrpost-Ioombul"
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+ 16.9%
9,1%

+ 6.. 9%
7,,5%
7.2%
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F:rom this there would appear to be considerable resistance
to changing buses especially when it is realised that similar
travel time savings are achieved by ,all five new trips compared
with the lI pre -Interchange" C" B"D, oriented trips.
(In fact the
best time saving is 13 minutes on the 7"46a"ffi,, trip which is
setviced by a "terminating feeder ll ),
If it is assumed that passengers previously travelled on
the bus which delivered them to their destination of the most
suitable time, then, to avoid the need to transfer' passengers
must travel on an ear'lier' bus because the time savings achieved
do not guarantee on time arrival if a late:r bus is caught"
Iherefore, effectively the passenger has increased his
journey ti.me by travelling on an earlier bus than is actually
necessary"
In the case of a move from the 7,46 a,m, to the 7,,38 a,m"
bus an incr'ease in jour'ney time of eight (8) minutes has occur'red
and a shift from the 7.23 a, m. to the 7, 10 a" m, bus results in a
thirteen (13) minutes increase,
It seems passengers are reve,aling a p:teference to incur
a travel penalty of eight (8) and thirteen (13) minutes rather
than the inconvenience of changing buses in ,a five (5) minutes
transfer period.
rhe assumption is that passengers are valuing
tr'ansfer time at something greater than L 6 times the equivalent
journey time for the eight (8) minutes tr'ip shift and 2,,6 times
for the thirteen (13) minutes trip shift,
Iravel rime Savings
Ihe above observation adds weight to the claims in the
literature on the different values placed by users on the different
components of travel time, A brief description of the conclusion
of some WI'iters is outlined below together with a Table showing the
total savings in travel time accruing to bus passengers in the
mor'ning peak"
For example Lee and Dalvi (1969) do not impose any
weighting for walking ox' waiting time compared with in-vehicle
time whereas Pak Pay (1979) imposed a weighting of "times two"
(x 2) for transfer time.
Fm:,the:tmore, Duhs and Gibbings (1973) assert that a change
of up to five (5) minutes in trip time does not affect a passengers
decision to use public transpor't whereas changes g:reater than that
do.
This then raises the parallel question of 11 what is a woI:,thwhile
time saving?" (George ,and Shorey 1978).
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It is contended that, if variations in trip times of less
than five (5) minutes are not consider'ed significant then,
similarly, tr'avel savings of less th,an five (5) minutes could also
be consider'ed not significant.
As an exercise therefore calculations have been carr'ied
out using all three methods, name1y:column 1

lee ,and Dalvi method -, all travel components carry the
same weighting.
Column 2 - Pak Poy method - transfer time component counts IIdouble1!
in-vehicle time"
Column 3 - Adjusted Time method - travel differ'ences of less than
five (5) minutes are not considered and using Pak Poy
weighting for transfer time ..
Ihe :tesults of these calculations are shown in Iable 4"
TABLE 4
Travel Time SaVings (passenger minutes)

( 1)
lee & Dalvi
Method

Route
Northgate East
Nudgee/Virginia
Sandgate
Wavell Heigh ts
Zillmere
Total

(2)

.--ill_
Adjusted
rime

Pak Pay
Meth09._ ~.?ving!i_

565
354
1193
248
1222

285
84
713
85
872

285
174
703
158
808

3582

2039

2128

From this it can be seen that, even when-weighting of

"an,fer time is imposed, there have been considerable overall
savings by introduction of the Interchange.

As is unfortunately often the case in the Planning and

'search field, ther'e are few practical papers available describing
I

in field

I

resul ts follOWing introduction of well documented

'e'''c'''""l ideas, particularly paper's dealing with operational
This has made comparisons with other such projects very
.<fieu 1 t.
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It is appal:'ent, however, that the results of the introduction
of the roombul Bus-Bus Interchange, pa:rticularly as far as resou:rce
savings and pat:r'Onage have not been as dramatic as has been claimed
in other centres such as New Delhi (Sharma) and Edmonton (Sullivan
1980) respectively.
Ihis is put down to the fact that, because Ioombul was the
fil:'st such major innovation in a system that had been operating for'
many years, a policy decision was made to adhere as closely as
possible to existing times and l:'outes and hence minimise passenger
disruption.
As a result a less than optimal system was no doubt
intI:'oduced but one which had minilIU.1rn adverse affect on the tr'avelling
public and the results have been encouraging enough to encourage
detailed investigation of furtheI: bus-bus interchanges.
Since the opening of the Ioombul Bus-Bus InteI:change, in
November 1980. we have seen the commencement of opeI:'ation in April
1981 of a major joint venture, between Brisbane City Council,
Queensland Railways and the Metropolitan rI:'ansit Authority, namely
the bus·-bus. bus-t:rain Interch,ange at EnoggeI:'a"
Planning is also well advanced towa:rds a bus-bus interchange
at Ihe Gap, about la km west of the C, B"D.. and investigations are
proceeding on fUI:ther interchanges at Indool:'oopilly and Garden City,
Ihe expe'Iience gained with the introduction of the Ioombul
Interchange proved invaluable in successful implementation of the
Enoggera Interchange and it is to be hoped that lessons lea'Iued from
these two operations will be put to good use in those to come"

~

Whilst the patronage level at roombul has not inc'Ieased, the
rate of loss is less than that of the total B.,_C"C" oper'ations and it
is anticipated that, with time, the higher frequency of sel:vices and
g:reater availability of destinations, thI:'ough inteI:'changing, will
eventually result in increased I:'idership"
This will particularly be
so if an impI:'oved ticketing and' fa'Ies system can be introduced"
Ihis potential is particularly appaI:'ent from the Sandgate
service which has shown an increase in rideI:'ship of 21% with a service
increase of 20% during the period of comparison. It might be that for
the othe'I' 'I'cutes which have been established fOI:' about thil:,ty yeal:S
the old maxim "you can I t teach an old dog new t'I'icks" might explain
the reluctance to adapt to a new system in spite of the obvious
benefits.
Sullivan (1980) " a dvises ll that an introduction rate of one
inteI:change point a year can be considered a 'typical I:'ate of
progress'. This has been borne out by our experiences in the last
twelve months, where:-
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(i)

(ii)

introduction of both roombul and Enogge:r::'8
Interchanges within 6 months has imposed an
almost unwo:r'kable bu:rden on staff resources;
it is only after nearly twelve months that the
'fine tuning' of the roornbul system that the
desi:red service reliability is being achieved
and standa:r::'d five minutes transfer times are
fairly consistently being provided ..

If I had to select one major finding from our exper'ience
of 'Ioombul Bus-Bus Inter'change (since rein£o!'ced by our Enoggera
Interchange experience) i t OUlst be that:With a given level of resources a far
superior service, in terms of freguency
and accessibility. can be provided with
the Interchange concept than that
provided with the traditional C. B.D"
oriented radial servi£~"
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